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File Name Description
Berlin,Alexander Platz,Train station,Int,Busy,Announcer,Trains.wav Alexander Platz train station, busy atmosphere with travelers, announcements and trains
Berlin,An der Ostbahn,Ext,S-Bahn train passing,Flagpoles clinking.wav An der Ostbahn, near the train track. S-Bahn train passing by, and wires clinking on aluminum flagpoles
Berlin,An der Ostbahn,Ext,S-Bahn trains passing,Flagpoles clinking.wav An der Ostbahn, near the train track. S-Bahn train passing by, and wires clinking on aluminum flagpoles
Berlin,An der Ostbahn,Ext,S-Bahn trains passing.wav An der Ostbahn, near the train track. S-Bahn train passing by
Berlin,Beneath Görlitzer Bhf,Cars,Trains,Drunks.wav Beneath the tracks at Görlitzer Bahnhof, cars passing on both sides, trains rolling above and drunks yelling
Berlin,Ext,Warschauer Str,Traffic,Wet road,Birds.wav Traffic on a wet Warschauer Strasse, birds singing
Berlin,Fhain,Near Berghain,Urban drone,Birds,Distant trains.wav Friedrichshain near Berghain, diffuse urban drone, trains and birdsong
Berlin,Fhain,Tram pass,Cars,Trucks,Wet street.wav Friedrichshain, tram, cars and trucks passing on a wet street
Berlin,Fhain,Urban,Drone,Roadcrew,Crows,Train,Diffuse.wav Friedrichshain near Berghain, roadcrew working,diffuse urban drone, trains and crows
Berlin,Görlitzer Bhf,Int,Voices,Footsteps,Train,Arrival,Departure,Announcer.wav Platform at Görlitzer Bahnhof with announcer, voices, footsteps and trains arriving and departing
Berlin,Hakescher Markt,Ext,Near Station,Trams,Trains,Pedestrians,Birds,2nd angle.wav Near Hakescher Markt station, with trains and trams passing, pedestrians and birds
Berlin,Hakescher Markt,Ext,Near Station,Trams,Trains,Pedestrians,Birds.wav Near Hakescher Markt station, with trains and trams passing, pedestrians and birds
Berlin,HBF,Int,Ubahn platform,Announcer,Train arrives,Reverberant.wav U-Bahn platform at Hauptbahnhof. Announcer is heard, train arrives. Reverberant sound
Berlin,HBF,Ubahn,Int,Train stopped,Travelers,Chatter,Cheery.wav Inside U-Bahn train at Hauptbahnhof. Engine is off, cheery passengers chatting
Berlin,HBF,Ubahn,Int,Trainride,Brandenburger Tor,Travelers,Chatter,Cheery.wav Inside U-Bahn train from Hauptbahnhof to Brandenburger Tor, cheery passengers chatting
Berlin,Potsdamer Bhf,Int,Entrance,Traffic noise,Escalator squeak.wav Inside Potsdamer Bahnhof near entrance, traffic noise and squeaking escalator to lower levels
Berlin,Potsdamer Bhf,Int,Platform overlook,Voices,Train pass,Spacious.wav Inside Potsdamer Bahnhof, overlooking platform. Voices and passing trains heard in spacious acoustics
Berlin,Potsdamer Bhf,Int,Platform,Announcer,Trains,Sbahn.wav Inside Potsdamer Bahnhof on platform. Announcer and S-Bahn trains heard
Berlin,Potsdamer Bhf,Int,Shopping Arcade,At Stairwell,Announcer,Train sounds.wav Inside Potsdamer Bahnhof shopping arcade, near stairwell to platform. Announcer and trains heard
Berlin,Potsdamer Bhf,Int,Shopping Arcade,Travelers,Announcer,Train sounds,Diffuse.wav Inside Potsdamer Bahnhof shopping arcade. Commuters walking past, announcer and trains heard, diffuse and busy atmosphere
Berlin,Sbahn,Int,Trainride,Alexanderplatz.wav Riding the S-Bahn to Alexanderplatz
Berlin,Sbahn,Int,Trainride,Hakescher Markt to Warschauer Str.wav Riding the S-Bahn from Hakescher Markt to Warschauer Strasse
Berlin,Sbahn,Int,Trainride,Ostbahnhof to HBF.wav Riding the S-Bahn from Ostbahnhof to Hauptbahnhof
Berlin,Trainyard,Ext,Diesel train arrives,Idles,Leaves.wav Diesel powered train arriving at train yard, idling for a bit, then leaving
Berlin,Trainyard,Ext,Diesel train,Slow pass,Wagons squaking,Brakes,Stops.wav Diesel powered train passing slowly, passenger cars squeaking, then brakes and stops
Berlin,Ubahn,Ext,Gorlitzer Bhf,Train,Departure,Arrival,Announcer.wav U-Bahn trains arriving and departing at Görlitzer Bahnhof
Berlin,Ubahn,Int,Idling,Departure,Trainride,Gorlitzer Bhf.wav Inside idling U-Bahn train, which departs for Görlitzer Bahnhof
Berlin,Ubahn,Int,Trainride,Warschauer Str.wav Riding the U-Bahn train to Warschauer Strasse Station
Berlin,Ubahn,Int,Warschauer Str,Trainride.wav Riding the U-Bahn train from Warschauer Strasse Station
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